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ABSTRACT 

The tremendous growth of telecom applications running on specific customized hardware known as an 

embedded system which necessitates analysing and designing a frame work to port linux kernel on 

PowerPC based board for telecom application. In view of economical benefit of transmission line cost, IP-

BTS (IP based Base Transceiver Station) is developed which is a compact indoor base station used for 

high- density multi-band base stations that accommodates IP transmission lines. This paper proposes the 

procedure for porting linux kernel on PowerPC based custom boards, which means making the operating 

system work on unfamiliar hardware to run IPBTS application software. This paper elaborates the methods 

and progress of transplanting linux kernel on customized board which includes setting up the development 

environment on host PC, obtaining linux kernel source, configuring the linux kernel, cross compiling linux 

kernel, loading and running linux kernel on PowerPC based custom boards. The resulting embedded 

systems are used for various wireless telecom applications running on custom boards in telecom domain. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the embedded system technology advances in research and time-to-time market pressures, an 
embedded system has to be developed in order to handle complex real time embedded telecom 
applications running on network processor based custom boards. While developing embedded 
systems [19] porting of an operating system to the custom boards is an important stage. Because 
of the open source, rich code resource and supporting many kinds of CPU architecture, linux is 
making steady progress in the embedded arena. This project comprises of software development 
for IPBTS which includes transplanting linux operating system to a custom board which is based 
on MPC8548E processor. Porting linux to a new custom board requires several activities: 

• Determining the processor custom board architecture. 

• Analysis and identifying source code files to change based on the platform architecture of 
the custom processor board. 

• Upgrading the changes to the files which include writing the code. 
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• Configuring linux kernel source is as per the on the custom board as per the hardware 
specifications. 

• Building test code and analysing the board to ensure that the embedded linux is running 
properly on the custom board. 

The linux kernel source tree [1] [2] is consists of various files and subdirectories shown in figure 
1. The important sub directory is the arch. In the source code of linux-2.6.10/arch, different 
architectures are represented such as arm, x86, sun, and ppc. This paper describes on ppc, the 
PowerPC processor based custom board for telecom applications. The kernel source code has 
three major components, the processor architecture independent code, the architecture dependent 
code, and the configurations. The PowerPC processor architecture related code is available under 
the linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc directory. 

The configuration details are in the linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc/configs subdirectory. The architecture 
independent code is at the top level source code, linux-2.6.10/kernel, mm, net, fs, and others. 
Usually, no changes are required in the architecture independent code. However, the linux-
2.6.10/drivers directory may need changes as per the hardware specifications of the custom board. 
The source code files referenced above are taken from open source repositories. There will be 
changes in these components as per the requirement of the project specification and hardware 
specifications. [9].This sub directory contains driver code for peripheral devices on custom board 
as IDE, PCI, video and audio etc, figure 1 shows graphically all top level directories. 

 
1. linux-2.6.10/arch consists of the processor architecture dependent directories. 

2. linux-2.6.10/drivers consists of the driver code directories. 

3. linux-2.6.10/include consists of all the header files for all the architectures, this paper 
elaborates and describes only specific asm-ppc includes files related to our custom board 
as shown in the figure 2 and figure 3 and its hardware specifications are described in 
Section 3.1 

 

Figure 1. linux kernel source tree  

 

4. linux-2.6.10/kernel includes the architecture independent code for the kernel like fork, 
spinlock. 

5. linux-2.6.10/scripts consists of the scripting files used by the Makefile. 
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6. linux-2.6.10/mm contains the memory management code. 
7.  linux-2.6.10/net contains the networking code like Ethernet code. 

8.  linux-2.6.10/fs contains the code relating to the file systems. 

1.1. The subdirectories in kernel source   

In this section we described required subdirectories in the linux kernel source. 

linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc/configs – In this subdirectory all standard configuration details will be 

available. If a PPC based custom boards hardware specifications are defined here, then a generic 

configuration for that PPC based custom board can be built [15].For the Sandpoint board we can 

use “make sandpoint_defconfig” command to build generic or standard configuration. 

linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc – This is the core, standard and the starting sub directory for all the 

architecture dependent code for the PowerPC. 

linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc/boot – This sub directory contain code for Linux boot loader. The important 

file head.S is the first program called by the BIOS while loading Linux Operating system. 

linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc/boot/images – After building linux kernel image, this sub directory contains 

the kernel images like zImage or zImage.initrd. 

 linux-2.6.10/arch/platforms – This directory contains the low level source code for initializing 

the board. Usually, there is a source (.c) and a header (.h) file, which contains the low level code 

to continue to bring up the linux kernel 

linux-2.6.10/include – In this directory header files for all the supported architectures are 

available. In the configuring phase (make menuconfig phase) a soft link, asm points to the exact 

architecture header files. In the case PowerPC, asm -> asm-ppc and these include files are specific 

to the kernel. 

linux-2.6.10/arch/ppc/kernel – In this subdirectory the architecture dependent code of the kernel 

for PowerPC processor, such as head.S, the CPU specific start up code, cputable.c etc is available. 

This paper describes and elaborates the methods and progress of transplanting linux kernel on 

customized PPC based board used as an embedded system for IPBTS telecom application 

[10][16]. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 
Recently, several works of researchers have been focusing on adapting a real time kernel to micro 
processors or micro controllers based customized processor boards used for different applications 
in the telecom domain. ZHOU Qingguo [6] describes the procedure to port embedded linux to the 
XUP Virtex-II Pro development system and using serials of development tool kits. The Virtex-II 
Pro serials development system produced by Xilinx company provides an advanced hardware 
platform that consists of a high performance Virtex serials platform FPGA surrounded by a 
comprehensive collection of peripheral components that can be used to create a complex system 
and meet different special embedded application areas. 
Sun Yanpeng [8] describes the methods and progress of transplanting the embedded linux to the 
target board based on the S3C2440 processor which includes the establishment of cross-compiler 
environment, the reduction and compilation of start-up code (boot loader) and linux kernel and 
the construction of the root file system with the point focused on the structure and function of 
boot loader. 
Hu Jie [7] presented a novel transplanting method for embedded linux kernel is as well as its cut, 
compile and porting process under ARM platform. Chun-yue Bi [19] focused on the analysis of 
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Linux kernel, on the basis of research analysis, explored the key technologies of embedded Linux 
such as linux porting methods on ARM, improvement of linux real-time performance. 
 
The MPC8548E architecture strongly integrated with a PowerPC™ processor core and system 
logic required for networking, IP based telecom and wireless infrastructure applications. The  
 

MPC8548E is a member of the PowerQUICC III™ family of devices [14] that combine system-
level support for industry-standard interfaces with processors that implement the PowerPC 
architecture [11]. Because of the above features in networking and telecom domain this paper 
describes and elaborates the methods and progress of transplanting linux kernel on customized 
PPC based board used as an embedded system in telecom domain. 

3. BUILDING LINUX KERNEL IMAGE FOR POWERPC  

3.1. PPC based target board hardware specifications 

• The PPC based target board is based on Free scale MPC8548E PowerPC processor. The 
Processor board is designed as a flexible board to accommodate MPC8548E and 
MPC8543E processors. 

• The PPC based target board has a DDR-2 SODIM slot which can accommodate standard 
DDR-SODIMM memory modules fro multiple vendors. The processor board is mounted 
with a 256MB memory.  

• The PPC based Target board has two 32 MB flash (S29GL256N) mounted on board.  

• The board has 2 serial eproms as Boot sequencer EEPROM and Board ID EEPROM. The 
serial EPROMS are 8Kb and are connected to the processor I2C bus. 

• The processor board has two 10/100 Base-T Ethernet ports for communication.  

• The top and bottom side views are depicted in figure 2 and figure 3. 

 
 

Figure. 2 Top side view of custom board  
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Figure.3 Bottom side view of custom board. 

3.2. Linux kernel Development Environment 

1. Download rpm for cross compiling “tc-mtwk-lnx-e500-sp-3.4.3-1.i686.rpm”.Thanks to 
support team of public LTIB project for providing free rpm [3] [13]. 

   
2. Configure and install “tc-mtwk-lnx-e500-sp-3.4.3-1.i686.rpm” as a root user using 

following command. 
# rpm -i tc-mtwk-lnx-e500-sp-3.4.3-1.i686.rpm 

 
3. The new cross compiler for PowerPC  is now available as   “/opt/mtwk/usr/local/gcc-

3.4.3-glibc-2.3.3-spe/powerpc-linux-gnuspe/bin/powerpc-linux-gnuspe-gcc” 
 

4. Add the PATH as the last line of .bashrc [5] 
#cd  /root 
# vi .bashrc 

5. A specimen snapshot of .bashrc file is provided below. bashrc file contents 

# .bashrc 

# User specific aliases and functions 

alias rm=’rm i’ 
alias cp=’cp i’ 
alias mv=’mv i’ 

# Source global definitions 
if [ f /etc/bashrc ]; then 
. /etc/bashrc 
fi 
PATH=/opt/mtwk/usr/local/powerpclinuxgnuspe/gcc3.4.3e500glibc2.3.3spe/bin:$PATH 
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6.  Use “bash” command as a root user. 

3.3. Getting the kernel source Tree 

1. Download kernel source (2.6.10) from kernel.org. 

2. Edit the top level Makefile in kernel source for PPC based custom target board option as 

 “CROSS_COMPILE”=”powerpc-linux-gnuspe-gcc” 

”ARCH”=”ppc”. 

3.4. Building linux kernel Image for PPC 

1. To build a linux kernel image for PPC based custom board configure linux kernel source 
for PPC based custom board as per the hardware specifications.  Starting in the top level 
of the source tree. Each and every level of kernel source has a Makefile. Each top level 
Makefile calls a lower level Makefile [4]. 

2. Use “make menuconfig ARCH=ppc” command to configure kernel source for PPC based 
custom board. 

3. To generate complete kernel images use “make” command. 

4.  After successful cross compilation kernel “vmlinux.gz”is available in 
arch/ppc/boot/images location. 

 

5. Using U-boot source utility “mkimage” generate bootable image for PPC based custom 
board.  

4. DEPLOYING KERNEL IMAGE ON PPC BASED  CUSTOM BOARD 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Linux host and PPC based target board. 

 

1. Connect RS-232 C interface from the PPC based boards serial port to the Desktop linux 
host systems serial port of as shown in the figure 4. An Ethernet connection can also be 
established between the host and the target systems. 
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2. The kernel image generated from the procedure described in section 3can be deployed to 
PPC based target board using tftp utility. 

 
3. Use “ping” command to test the network connectivity between host and target systems 

from boot prompt and make sure that tftp server must be configured properly and 
working correctly on host system. 

4. On u-boot prompt, set u-boot environment parameters as shown below [5] for network 
connectivity between target and host systems. 

=>setenv ipaddr board_ipaddress 
=>setenv serveip tftp_serverip 
=>setenv gatewayip system_gatewayip 
=>saveenv 
=>setenv ipaddr board_ipaddress 
=>setenv serveip tftp_serverip 
=>setenv gatewayip system_gatewayip 
=>saveenv 

5. The PPC based custom boards bootable image is copied from arch/ppc/boot/images 
directory on the host system to “tftpboot”   directory on the host system. The linux kernel 
image can be flashed to the PPC based custom board by following the steps        below at 
boot prompt. 

=> tftp 2000000 kernelimage 
=> erase <kernelimage loacation> <kernelimagelocation +1ffff> 
=> cp.b 2000000 <kernelimage loacation> <kernelimagelocation +1ffff> 
=> protect on <kernelimage loacation> <kernelimagelocation +1ffff> 

6. To boot linux kernel image on the custom PPC based board use “boot” command on U-
boot prompt. 

5. TESTING LINUX KERNEL IMAGE ON CUSTOMIZED BOARD 

Configure serial communication software like gtkterm/ minicom and set the com port for host and 
target board and boot the linux kernel. After booting linux kernel, figure 5 can be viewed on flash 
memory and ensuring linux kernel image is booted and working properly.  

 

 

Figure.5 Testing of linux kernel image on flash on PPC based target board 
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Figure. 6 Command prompt of PPC based target board 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6 and 7 represents command prompt of linux operating systems on customized PowerPC 
based board and “tail” command is executed to view logging messages for linux kernel and 
IPBTS application [10] [16]. The log messages for linux booting process and conformation of log 
messages for IPBTS software application booted automatically with the help of shell script on 
linux operating system on customizedPowerPCbasedboard. 
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Figure.7 linux kernel booting log messages 
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IP BTS Controller application running on customized PPC board will support logging and tracing 
for all the protocols and modules using the linux logging facilities. There are many advantages of 
using linux logging facilities such as configuration of log files for different levels of logging, log 
rotate, remote logging. This application will read the logger related configuration parameters, for 
example severity level for logging, from the configuration file and send this to all the layers and 
modules during start up and initialization phase as shown in the figure 8 . 
 

 

 

Figure.8 IP BTS telecom application logging  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper describes the process of building linux kernel image and booting linux image from u-
boot loader on the target board based on PowerPC. This paper also guides and helps you to 
familiar with the whole development flow of embedded system for telecom applications. Porting 
linux operating system to a new hardware board works like an embedded system doesn’t need to 
be hard but the whole development process is some sort of complicated, so it costs much more 
time to master the source code of kernel for different architectures and whole development flow. 
In the future this embedded system performance is evaluated [20], analysed and can be tuned to 
design a customized embedded system for any other telecom application. 
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